Spices and
Seasonings

Application

Spices / Seasonings
Lower CV Values
Higher Mix Quality
Dramatically Faster Mixing
Little to No Shear
Gentle on Fragile Particles
Lower Consumed Power

Case Study - Spices / Seasoning
The Market:
The customer is an American company mixing seasonings with
miscellaneous additives.

The Challenge:
The customer approached EIRICH Machines looking for a technology to mix their product without the use of a chopper intensifier
due to the extra costs invloved with sanitation issues. They randomly selected their worst case blending scenarios.

The Solution:
Our American Process Systems® OptimaBlend® Fluidizing Paddle Blender’s superior mixing performance provides an excellent,
cost-effective alternative for blending and mixing ingredients and
overcomes the limitations of established ribbon and V-blender
technologies. The OptimaBlend® Fluidizing Paddle Blender mechanically fluidizes the product ensuring an efficient, gentle mixing process regardless of density, shape or size, enabling you to
achieve coefficient of variance targets on complex applications
that conventional mixing equipment cannot maintain.

The Results:
The customer was able to witness, first hand, the performance
of the OptimaBlend® handling their toughest mixing scenarios
without the shear that the Ribbon Blender has. They were using
Ribbon Blenders and plan for starting up their new plant using the
OptimaBlend® mixing technology.

EIRICH Machines is a leading one-stop solution for
industruial and sanitary material processing and fine
grinding. We offer a comprehensive range of services
to support bulk powder specialists in all phases of
product development including: mechanical and electrical design, project management, laboratory trials,
manufacturing / quality, installation and service / customer support. EIRICH Machines is an ISO9001:2015
certified company.

EIRICH Machines, Inc.
4033 Ryan Road, Gurnee, IL 60031
847-336-2444
eirich@eirichusa.com
www.eirichusa.com
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Ask about other equipment in the American Process Systems® product line:

ABOUT EIRICH MACHINES, INC.

OptimaBlend®
Fluidizing Blender

Ribbon Blender

OptimaIIBlend™
Fluidized Zone Mixer

Product Conditioner

